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I. Executive Summary

T

his report assesses China’s efforts to target Uyghurs in a region
they once considered safe: the Arab world. China’s
transnational repression of Uyghurs in this region has been growing
in scale and scope as the country’s relations with Arab states have
strengthened. According to our dataset, an upper estimate of 292
Uyghurs has been detained or deported from Arab states at China’s
behest since 2001.
In a stunning example from July 2017, Egyptian police broke
into apartments, scoured airports, and raided restaurants and
mosques. They were not looking for Egyptian political dissidents
but were hunting for Uyghurs on behalf of China’s Party-state. More
than 200 Uyghurs, mostly students at Al-Azhar University in Cairo,
were rounded up. At least 45 of them were rendered or deported to
China; some of the 45 have not been heard from again. Interview
data suggests that Chinese police were present in Egypt during
interrogations, showing Beijing’s increasing willingness to
intervene in the internal affairs of partner countries.
We have arrived at our upper estimate of 292 Uyghurs detained
or deported from Arab states since 2001 in part through data from
the China’s Transnational Repression of Uyghurs Dataset, a joint
initiative by the Oxus Society for Central Asian Affairs and the
Uyghur Human Rights Project. We have gathered and analyzed
cases of China’s transnational repression of Uyghurs in Arab states
using original interviews with Uyghurs who have fled the region,
reports by experts and witnesses, and public sources in English and
Arabic, including government documents, human rights reports,
and reporting by credible news agencies. What follows is a
comprehensive analysis of how China’s repression of Uyghurs has
taken hold in Arab states and developed over the past twenty years.
At least six Arab states—Egypt, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)—have participated in a
campaign of transnational repression spearheaded by China that
has reached 28 countries worldwide.
China’s Party-state uses five primary mechanisms of
transnational repression to target Uyghurs in Arab states: 1)
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transnational digital surveillance, which enables them to track and
closely monitor Uyghurs living outside their homeland; 2) Global
War on Terror narratives, which serve as justification for the
detention or rendering of Uyghurs to China; 3) institutions of
Islamic education where Uyghur students enroll, which the Partystate targets for crackdowns; 4) the Hajj and Umrah in Saudi Arabia,
which they use to surveil or detain Uyghur pilgrims (a trend
accelerating with the increasing involvement of Chinese tech
companies in Hajj digital services); and 5) denial of travel
documents to Uyghurs in Arab states, rendering them stateless and
vulnerable to deportation to the PRC.
To counteract China’s repression of Uyghurs in Arab states, we
make a number of targeted policy recommendations to national,
multilateral, and grassroots actors, including the following:
● Pass measures to protect Uyghur refugees. Governments
should establish safe pathways for Uyghurs outside China to
apply for resettlement without the need for UNHCR
processing. For example, the U.S. Department of State should
consider setting ambitious quotas for Uyghurs. Likewise, the
U.S. House of Representatives and Senate should pass the
complementary Uyghur Human Rights Protection Acts,
which grant Priority 2 status for Uyghur and Turkic refugees.
● The international community must make new safe havens
and resettle Uyghur refugees as traditional refuges for
Uyghurs become scarce.
● Arab governments must utilize international support
through Islamic organizations and multilateral organizations
to approach the issue as a coalition and halt Chinese
transnational repression in the region.
● University officials must intervene by using influence with
their governments to find missing Uyghur students and
graduates, and protect remaining Uyghur students from
undue interference in their safety and education.
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II. Introduction

A

l-Azhar Mosque and University, one of the jewels of the
Islamic world, has stood in Cairo for over a thousand years.
It hosts the most prestigious program in Sunni Islamic studies as
well as a thriving Arabic literature studies program. But in July 2017,
the pride of Islamic education was struck by the heavy hand of
China’s secularism. On July 1, in collaboration with the Chinese
Party-state, Egyptian authorities rounded up Chinese nationals of
Uyghur descent. 1 More than 191 Turkic people from the Uyghur
Region (also known as the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region),2
most of them studying at Al-Azhar University, were detained. We
identified 65 individuals who were sent to China either via
deportation or “voluntarily” after receiving ominous messages from
both their relatives and Xinjiang Public Security Bureau officers.
Chinese intelligence officers reportedly joined Egyptian security
services in Cairo’s notorious Tora Prison to interrogate Uyghur
students.3 According to a lawyer representing the students, many of
them were physically assaulted, in addition to being denied food or
water for extended periods.4

“Detained Uyghur Students Held by Egypt’s Intelligence Service,” Radio Free Asia, July 19,
2017, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/students-07192017124354.html.
1

Three terminological notes: 1) We refer to the government of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as the “Party-state” or “Chinese Party-state” as
a way of emphasizing one-party rule in China by the CCP and highlighting the difficulties in
distinguishing between state and party apparatuses, policies, and actions. 2) We refer to the
Uyghur homeland alternately as “East Turkistan” and the “Uyghur Region.” A vast majority of
Uyghurs prefer these toponyms to those of “Xinjiang” and the “Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region,” which they see as offensive colonial terms. In cases where we refer to particular
publications or government offices and apparatuses, however, we use “Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region” or related forms such as “XUAR” or “Xinjiang.” 3) We refer to the 22
members of the League of Arab States, which all speak a dialect of Arabic and have some shared
Arab heritage, as Arab states. We use “states” specifically to highlight the agency of action on
governments in this region that participate in transnational repression efforts against Uyghurs
and other Turkic Muslims.
2

Also called the Scorpion Prison, Tora is the secretive fortress where political prisoners and
enemies of the Egyptian state are sent and rarely released. For more, see Human Rights Watch,
“We Are in Tombs: Abuses in Egypt’s Scorpion Prison,” September 28, 2016,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2016/09/28/we-are-tombs/abuses-egypts-scorpion-prison.
3

Mohamed Mostafa and Mohamed Nagi, “‘They are Not Welcome Here’: Report on the Uyghur
Crisis in Egypt,” Association for Freedom of Thought and Expression, October 1, 2017,
https://afteegypt.org/en/academic_freedoms/2017/10/01/13468-afteegypt.html.
4
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For Uyghurs in their homeland, links to Arab states can be
potentially fatal. In 2014, Communist Party General Secretary and
President Xi Jinping called for a “People’s War on Terror” after a
visit to the Uyghur Region in the wake of the Kunming Attack in
Yunnan Province, an attack that no terrorist group claimed but state
officials named as the work of Uyghur “separatists.”5

Since then, police
officials have…
operated algorithmic
blacklists of 26
primarily Muslimmajority countries
deemed “suspicious.”
Eight of the 26—
Algeria, Egypt, Iraq,
Libya, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, the United
Arab Emirates (UAE),
and Yemen—are
Arab states.

The same year, PRC military contractor China Electronic
Technology Group began the process of building a large database of
every Uyghur in the Uyghur Region, according to reports. The
database would serve as a “preventative policing” program
designed to predict one’s propensity for “terror.”6 In essence, it was
a project to profile millions of Uyghurs and inspect their
communications and activities to determine their political loyalty to
China. Since then, police officials have created and operated
algorithmic blacklists of 26 primarily Muslim-majority countries
deemed “suspicious.” Eight of the 26—Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Libya,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Yemen—
are Arab states.7,8 Uyghur students and businesspeople around the
world have been recalled, arrested, imprisoned, and even killed on
account of these blacklists.9
China’s transnational repression of Uyghurs has increased as the
Party-state unleashed an unprecedented campaign of repression on
Uyghurs back in their homeland. In a now-leaked internal speech
from 2014, Xi Jinping also called for the state to utilize “the organs
of dictatorship” to show “absolutely no mercy” in the “struggle

“China Separatists Blamed for Kunming Knife Rampage,” BBC, March 2, 2014, www.bbc.
com/news/world-asia-china-26404566.
5

Sean Roberts, The War on the Uyghurs: China's Internal Campaign against a Muslim Minority
(Princeton; Oxford: Princeton University Press), 2020, 182.
6

Maya Wang, “China’s Algorithms of Repression: Reverse Engineering a Xinjiang Police Mass
Surveillance App,” Human Rights Watch, May 1, 2019, https://www.hrw.org/report/2019/
05/01/chinas-algorithms-repression/reverse-engineering-xinjiang-police-mass.
7

Maya Wang, “‘Eradicating Ideological Viruses’: China’s Campaign of Mass Repression in
Xinjiang,” Human Rights Watch, September 9, 2018, https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/09/09/
eradicating-ideological-viruses/chinas-campaign-repression-against-xinjiangs#.
8

“Two Uyghurs Returned From Egypt Dead in Chinese Police Custody,” Middle East Monitor,
December 22, 2017, https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20171222-2-uyghur-students-returnedfrom-egypt-dead-in-china-police-custody/.
9
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against terrorism, infiltration, and separatism.” 10 The results have
been horror at an unprecedented scale accomplished by an allpowerful surveillance state. Since the beginning of the mass
internment campaign in 2017, an estimated 1.8 million Uyghurs and
other Turkic Muslim peoples have been arbitrarily rounded up in
“re-education centers,” 11 with millions more estimated to be
incarcerated in the Chinese prison system or performing forced
labor in factories around the PRC. 12 Reports of torture, 13 sexual
assault,14 forced sterilization,15 forced abortion,16 family separation,17
and mass surveillance have revealed that the scope of this campaign
is totalizing.18
The PRC enhanced its relations with Arab states even as it
mounted its interment offensive. What began with oil purchases in
the 1990s has now blossomed into robust cooperation in trade,

Austin Ramzy and Chris Buckley “‘Absolutely No Mercy’: Leaked Files Expose How China
Organized Mass Detention of Muslims,” New York Times, September 16, 2019, https://www.ny
times.com/interactive/2019/11/16/world/asia/china-xinjiang-documents.html.
10

Adrian Zenz, “China’s Own Documents Show Potentially Genocidal Forced Sterilization Plans
in Xinjiang,” Foreign Policy, August 1, 2020, https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/07/01/chinadocuments-uighur-genocidal-sterilization-xinjiang/.
11

Vicky Xiuzhong Xu, Danielle Cave, James Leibold, Kelsey Munro and Nathan Ruser “Uyghurs
for Sale,” Australian Strategic Policy Institute, March 1, 2020,
https://www.aspi.org.au/report/uyghurs-sale.
12

Rebecca Wright, Ivan Watson, Zahid Mahmood and Tom Booth, “'Some are just psychopaths':
Chinese detective in exile reveals extent of torture against Uyghurs,” CNN, October 5, 2021,
https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/04/china/xinjiang-detective-torture-intl-hnk-dst/index.html
13

Matthew Hill, David Campanale and Joel Gunter, “‘Their goal is to destroy everyone’: Uighur
camp detainees allege systematic rape,” BBC News, February 2, 2021,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-55794071; see also Ivan Watson and Rebecca
Wright, “Allegations of shackled students and gang rape inside China’s detention camps,” CNN,
February 19, 2021, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/18/asia/china-xinjiang-teacher-abuseallegations-intl-hnk-dst/index.html.
14

“China cuts Uighur births with IUDs, abortion, sterilization,” The Associated Press, June 29,
2020, https://apnews.com/article/ap-top-news-international-news-weekend-reads-china-health269b3de1af34e17c1941a514f78d764c.
15

Ayse Weiting, “Uighur exiles describe forced abortions, torture in Xinjiang,” The Associated
Press, June 3, 2021, https://apnews.com/article/only-on-ap-middle-east-europe-government-andpolitics-76acafd6547fb7cc9ef03c0dd0156eab.
16

Adrian Zenz, “Break Their Roots: Evidence for China’s Parent-Child Separation Campaign in
Xinjiang,” Journal of Political Risk, 7, no. 7, (July 2019), https://www.jpolrisk.com/break-theirroots-evidence-for-chinas-parent-child-separation-campaign-in-xinjiang/.
17

Human Rights Watch, “Break Their Lineage, Break Their Roots,” April 19, 2021,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2021/04/19/break-their-lineage-break-their-roots/chinas-crimesagainst-humanity-targeting.
18
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investment, politics, and security. 19 Through the support or tacit
endorsement of Arab governments, China has added some of the
strongest voices in the Islamic world to its defense. In 2019, major
Arab powers including Saudi Arabia and the UAE were among the
36 countries that signed a letter at the UN endorsing China’s policies
in the Uyghur Region.20 During a meeting in Beijing with General
Secretary Xi Jinping in 2019, Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince
Muhammed bin Salman signaled support for the mass internment
campaign when he said, “We respect and support China’s right to
take counter-terrorism and de-extremism measures to safeguard
national security.”21 Furthermore, at least six Arab governments—
Egypt, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the UAE—and their
security services have cooperated in China’s campaign of
transnational repression targeting the global Uyghur population
through intimidation, detentions, and renditions back to China, the
last of which have virtually guarantee immediate detention in a
concentration camp.

At least six Arab
governments—Egypt,
Morocco, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Syria,
and the UAE—and
their security services
have cooperated in
China’s campaign of
transnational
repression.

Drawing from original interviews with witnesses and experts,
along with analyses of Arabic-language source materials, this report
aims to provide a comprehensive account of China’s transnational
repression in Arab states today. We provide the first verified upper
estimates of detentions and deportations of Uyghurs from Arab
states, utilizing original interview data alongside the transnational
repression database created by the Oxus Society for Central Asian
Affairs (Oxus Society) and Uyghur Human Rights Project (UHRP).
We also draw from primary and secondary-source materials to
categorize and describe the mechanisms of transnational repression
China utilizes most widely in Arab states. Finally, we chart the
evolution of these states’ collaboration with China in transnational
repression from the start of the Global War on Terror to the present
day. This report shifts the discussion of Arab states’ regional role in
“China is Largest Foreign Investor in the Middle East,” Middle East Monitor, July 24, 2017,
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20170724-china-is-largest-foreign-investor-in-middle-east/;
World Integrated Trade Solution, “Trade Summary for Middle East & North Africa 2019,”
https://wits.worldbank.org/countrysnapshot/en/MEA.
19

“Saudi Arabia Defends Letter Backing China’s Xinjiang Policy,” Reuters, July 18, 2019,
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-rights-saudi/saudi-arabia-defends-letter-backingchinas-xinjiang-policy-idUSKCN1UD36J.
20

“Chinese President Meets Saudi Crown Prince,” Xinhuanet, February 22, 2019, http://www.xin
huanet.com/english/2019-02/22/c_137843268.htm.
21
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China’s repression of Uyghurs from silence to complicity in an
increasingly global “People’s War on Terror.”22

III. Methods and Findings

T

his report utilizes the China’s Transnational Repression of the
Uyghurs Database, a research tool built by the Oxus Society in
partnership with UHRP to monitor global cases of Uyghurs and
other Turkic peoples who have been targets of PRC-led
transnational repression beyond China’s borders. The China’s
Transnational Repression of the Uyghurs Database includes 336
fully verified cases of detentions or renditions of Uyghurs living
overseas, with an upper total of 1,576 cases that lack complete
biographical records of the individuals involved.
We have verified a total of 109 cases in Egypt, Morocco, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the UAE with an upper estimate of 292
since 2004. We have based this upper estimate on findings from the
China’s Transnational Repression of the Uyghurs Database, if we
include bulk cases with limited details of particular individuals, or
where individuals were reported with pseudonyms or
anonymously. These figures rely on reported data, representing just
the tip of the iceberg in terms of the number of renditions that are
likely occurring according to anonymous interviews conducted by
human rights organizations active in the region.
Upper estimate of cases of stage 2 and stage 3 transnational
repression in Arab states since 2001
Egypt

274 (90 identified by Oxus and UHRP)

Morocco

1

The phrase “People’s War on Terror” is reproduced here critically. Then-XUAR Party
Secretary Zhang Chunxian coined the phrase in 2014, deliberately invoking the United States’
far-reaching “War on Terror” while inaugurating the “Strike Hard Campaign Against Violent
Extremism.” As discussed in greater detail within this report, the Chinese Party-state frames
expression of religious identity as Islamic extremism, but this construction has a tenuous basis in
reality.
22
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Qatar

1

Saudi Arabia

8

Syria

1

UAE

7

Table 1. Upper estimate of cases of stage 2 and stage 3 transnational repression in
Arab states Since 2001, Source: China’s Transnational Repression of Uyghurs
Database, Oxus Society and UHRP.

In compiling the China’s Transnational Repression of Uyghurs
Database, of which these figures are a part, we have relied on public
reporting by investigative journalists in the Middle East and North
Africa. Some cases received high-profile coverage by virtue of their
personal connections. One example is the case of Ms. Amine, a
Uyghur resident of Saudi Arabia and PRC citizen who vanished
after visiting China in 2016 after Saudi authorities requested she go
there to renew her passport. Her disappearance received attention
after her husband Sait bin ‘Abood al-Shahrani, a Saudi citizen and
father of two children with Allaherbedi, made appeals on Saudi
social media, as well as in international media.23 This and other cases
of transnational repression discussed in public reporting likely
represent just a small fraction of the total renditions and detentions
that have occurred in secret.

Amina Allahberdi, a
Uyghur resident of
Saudi Arabia and
PRC citizen […]
vanished after
visiting China in
2016 after Saudi
authorities requested
she go there to renew
her passport.

This report also references a number of secondary sources in
English, Chinese, and Arabic, including online interviews and
personal accounts by Uyghurs undergoing forms of transnational
repression, as well as writing in traditional print, digital, broadcast,
social media, and government documents. We have used these
secondary sources to build a detailed overview of China’s
transnational campaign to repress the Uyghurs, as well as to
evaluate the accuracy of events recounted to us in interviews.
We have supplemented secondary sources with key informant
interviews (KII) conducted with prominent activists such as
Mohamed Soltan and Sara Gabr. We have also received confidential
information from a third KII who requested anonymity. We
“Interview: ‘It Hurts My Heart to See my Children Cry for Their Mother,’” Radio Free Asia,
October 14, 2018, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/appeal-09142018145824.html.
23
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complemented the KIIs with three Arabic-language interviews with
Uyghur refugees in Arab states. These interviewees requested
anonymity due to fear of threats on their lives. We selected
interviewees based on their expertise in repression in Arab states,
professional involvement in key events, and knowledge of China’s
international policies. These KII interviews provided us with on-theground information about and eyewitness accounts of transnational
repression in target countries. They also informed us about the
larger civil society context in which the repression occurred.

IV. Mechanisms of China’s

Transnational Repression

T

ransnational repression of Uyghurs around the world has
worsened significantly in recent years. In a 2021 report on
transnational repression titled “No Space Left to Run,” Oxus and
UHRP documented 1,546 cases of stage 2 (arrests and detentions)
and stage 3 (refoulements) transnational repression from 1997 to
March 2021, demonstrating the growing scale of China’s campaign
to target Uyghurs abroad.24 Other organizations have documented
this trend as well. From September 2018 to September 2019,
Amnesty International interviewed 400 Uyghurs, Kazakhs, Uzbeks,
and other Turkic peoples from China living in 22 countries across
five continents to assess the degree of targeted repression they have
experienced.25 Safeguard Defenders, an NGO that promotes rule of
law, noted China dramatically increased the number of Red Notices
submitted through Interpol since 2014 to pursue citizens abroad,
including Uyghurs.26

Bradley Jardine, Edward Lemon, and Natalie Hall, “No Space Left to Run,” Oxus Society for
Central Asian Affairs and Uyghur Human Rights Project, June 24, 2021, https://uhrp.org
/report/no-space-left-to-run-chinas-transnational-repression-of-uyghurs/.
24

“Nowhere Feels Safe,” Amnesty International, February 2020, https://www.amnesty.org
/en/latest/research/2020/02/china-uyghurs-abroad-living-in-fear/.
25

Safeguard Defenders, “No Room to Run: China’s expanded mis(use) of INTERPOL since the
rise of Xi Jinping,” November 15, 2021,https://safeguarddefenders.com/en/blog/chinas-useinterpol-exposed-new-report, 13-14.
26
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The Chinese Party-state uses five primary mechanisms of
transnational repression to target Uyghurs in Arab states: 1)
transnational digital surveillance, which enables them to track and
closely monitor Uyghurs living outside their homeland; 2) Global
War on Terror narratives, which serve as justification for the
detention or rendering of Uyghurs to China; 3) institutions of
Islamic education where Uyghur students enroll, which the Partystate targets for crackdowns; 4) the Hajj and Umrah in Saudi Arabia,
which they use to surveil or detain Uyghur pilgrims (a trend
accelerating with the increasing involvement of Chinese tech
companies in Hajj digital services); and 5) denial of travel
documents to Uyghurs in Arab states, rendering them stateless and
vulnerable to deportation to the PRC.

Transnational Digital Surveillance
China conducts transnational repression of Uyghurs in Arab states
in 2021 by internationalizing algorithmic surveillance systems used
in the Uyghur Region—namely the Integrated Joint Operating
Platform (IJOP). These systems mine personal data from residents
in the Uyghur Region and produce verdicts on whether individuals
are “trustworthy” to the Chinese Communist Party. Any connection
to an individual in a blacklisted country is grounds for detention
and “re-education.” Simply living in these countries may result in
immediate detention after crossing the border into PRC territory, as
outlined in a CCP document leaked with the “China Cables” in
2019. 27 Since 2017, Party-state officials have called for Uyghurs in
Arab states to return home, denying them the appropriate
paperwork to travel anywhere other than the PRC. In some cases,
the authorities have orchestrated arrests with Arab security services.
A trove of documents leaked in November 2019, known as the
“China Cables,” gives observers a glimpse into the state-sanctioned
use of technology to target Uyghurs abroad. Some of the leaked
cables revealed that police received explicit directives to arrest
“Integrated Joint Operating Platform Daily Essentials Bulletin No.2," International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists,” November 24, 2019, https://www.icij.org/investigations/china-cables/
read-the-china-cables-documents/; and Maya Wang “China: Big Data Fuels Crackdown in
Minority Region,” Human Rights Watch, February 26, 2018, https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/
02/26/china-big-data-fuels-crackdown-minority-region#.
27
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Uyghurs with dual citizenship and to track XUAR residents living
abroad—some of whom were later deported back to China and
arrested. The database categorizes people as “suspicious” for any
contact with 26 blacklisted countries, including Algeria, Egypt, Iraq,
Libya, Saudi Arabia, Syria, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and
Yemen.28 Individuals who have been to these countries, have family
in these countries, or communicate with people there have been
detained, interrogated, and even convicted and imprisoned, usually
on charges of “extremism.” According to our data, seven Uyghurs
have been detained in Qatar, Morocco, and the UAE—all of which
appear in IJOP country blacklists—since 2017. The UAE’s close
relationship with Beijing through a Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership is of particular concern for Uyghurs in the region
because many fear deportation.
China’s embassies and consulates play a key role in the use of
technology as a mechanism for transnational repression. In the
leaked document “Bulletin No. 2”, 1,535 people originally from the
Uyghur Region were flagged as foreign nationals who had applied
for a Chinese visa. Among those, 637 had returned to visit the
Uyghur Region since June 1, 2016. The directive stated that all
individuals on the lists were to be monitored and inspected one by
one and that those who had already canceled their Chinese
citizenship and were suspected of terrorism should be deported
from the PRC back to their country of origin.29 The directive added
that those who were suspected of terrorism but still retain Chinese
citizenship should be sent to reeducation camps. It also noted that
4,341 other XUAR residents had received valid travel documents
abroad from Chinese embassies and consulates to study in countries
such as Egypt.30
According to information revealed in the China Cables,
students returning from overseas risk being arrested on the spot:

“‘Eradicating Ideological Viruses’: China’s Campaign of Mass Repression in Xinjiang,” Human
Rights Watch, September 9, 2018, https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/09/09/eradicating-ideologicalviruses/chinas-campaign-repression-against-xinjiangs#.
28

“Integrated Joint Operating Platform Daily Essentials Bulletin No.2,” International Consortium
of Investigative Journalists, November 24, 2019, https://www.icij.org /investigations/chinacables/read-the-china-cables-documents/.
29

30

Ibid.
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For those still outside the country for whom suspected
terrorism cannot be ruled out, the border control
reading will be carried out by hand to ensure that they
are arrested the moment they cross the border.31
This policy was in place in 2017 when Uyghur Region security
officials sent out calls for Uyghurs living abroad to return in order
to “register” themselves.32 It was the fate that met Uyghur students
Abdusalam Mamat and Yasinjan, who had studied at Al-Azhar
since 2015. They volunteered to return to the Uyghur Region after
receiving an order to do so in 2017. Both were arrested on their
arrival and later died in Chinese police custody, despite having no
underlying illnesses that would have contributed to their deaths.33
An entire government database that targets Uyghurs also
leaked recently, providing further insight. In March 2021, the
Shanghai Public Security Bureau (PSB), a police force that engages
in intelligence gathering, was hacked and 1.1 million surveillance
records were leaked. One of the revelations from this trove of
documents was that an unprotected database with the codename
“Uyghur Terrorist,” was part of an open-source database accessible
by security agencies around the world. The presence of this platform
is just a small glimpse into the enormous scope of China’s
international campaign against Uyghurs. 34 More than 400
individuals in the database flagged for in-person examination were
minors, some of whom were as young as five years old.35
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Participation in Islamic education is also evaluated by the CCP's
algorithms. Islamic education institutions in Arab states, previously
a draw for Uyghurs due to their prestige and generous scholarship
funding, are particularly vulnerable to algorithmic targeting. In
today’s surveillance climate, studying Islam and residing in a
blacklisted country virtually guarantees detention in camps. The
2017 crackdown on Al-Azhar students is the most well-known
example, but similar crackdowns also occurred at least at the Islamic
University of Madinah in Saudi Arabia. An anonymous interviewee
told us that 10 students and graduates of that university have
vanished into the PRC system of re-education centers, likely due to
the Islamic nature of their studies. We were able to independently
verify one of these students. PRC repression may extend to other
Islamic education institutions in Arab states as well. In 2021, Uyghur
students at Islamic universities in these countries are in very real
danger of being detained and potentially deported to the PRC.
The Hajj and Umrah in Saudi Arabia have become snares to
collect Uyghurs as they conduct pilgrimages. Since 2018, four
Uyghurs have been seized and forcibly repatriated to China while
they performed religious duties in Mecca and Medina. Additionally,
Chinese tech companies like Huawei are becoming involved in Hajj
digital services, opening the door for surveillance technology to play
a role in Saudi Arabia as it has in the Uyghur Region. Undertaking
Hajj and Umrah in 2021 can be dangerous for Uyghurs even if they
have legal permanent residency in third countries.
Reporting from August 2021 suggests the UAE may be
functioning as a regional intelligence hub for Chinese intelligence
and security services. In 2019 Norway-based Uyghur activist
Abduweli Ayup spoke with three Uyghurs in Turkey who had been
forced to spy on the diaspora there for China’s government. The
men said they flew to Dubai to collect burner phones and payment
from Chinese intelligence officers stationed in the UAE.36 The men’s
claims match other claims made in August 2021 by Jasur Abibula, a
Netherlands-based Uyghur and former husband of Asiye
Abdulahed. Ms. Asiye rose to prominence for leaking the “China
Cables” about the mass incarceration program in the Uyghur Region
“Detainee Says China has Secret Prison in Dubai, Holds Uyghurs,” Associated Press, August 16,
2021, https://apnews.com/article/china-dubai-uyghurs-60d049c387b99b1238ebd5f1d3bb3330.
36
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to the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists. 37 Mr.
Jasur said he was lured to Dubai where he met with two MSS
officers. The agents reportedly handed him a USB and instructed
him to insert it into his ex-wife’s computer to infect it with spyware.
The MSS reportedly offered him cash, a room in the Hilton, and toys
for his children.38 According to Mr. Jasur, the officers were prone to
using sticks as well as carrots in their recruitment efforts. During a
drive past the sand dunes outside Dubai, one of the men informed
him: “If we kill and bury you here, nobody will ever be able to find
your body.” 39 Mr. Jasur, now in the Netherlands, showed
international media photos of the agents, along with his hotel and
plane tickets to support his allegations. The same Associated Press
report also suggested the Chinese Party-state may be operating
black site detention facilities in Dubai, but was unable to verify these
claims.40 We have also been unable to verify these claims; over the
course of writing this report, we did not encounter any similar
claims except in a confidential 2021 ICC court filing which
suggested a black site detention facility may be operated by China
from Dushanbe Airport in Tajikistan.

Global War on Terror Narratives
When the United States declared its Global War on Terror (GWOT)
in 2001, China ushered in a new phase of its decades-long campaign
against the Uyghurs by capitalizing on the heightened security
environment to pursue refugees, falsely labeling them as “terrorists.”
In exchange for Chinese support of its invasion of Iraq, the U.S.
government designated the East Turkestan Islamic Movement
(ETIM) as a terrorist organization in 2002 as a quid pro quo.41 By
labeling ETIM as a terrorist organization, the Party-state could
arbitrarily declare nearly any Uyghur group or individual to be
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members or associates of ETIM and therefore terrorists, which made
the U.S designation a potent aid in—and arguably a model for—
persecution in the Uyghur Region.
With the GWOT underway, prominent Uyghur cultural figures
worldwide found themselves facing ever greater scrutiny. One such
figure was Ahmatjan Osman in Syria, a Uyghur poet known across
Arab states for his classical verse. Mr. Ahmatjan has argued that
Chinese authorities put pressure on Syria in 2004 to deport him out
of fear that his poetry would unite Uyghur nationalists abroad. 42
Ahmatjan had to apply to the United Nations for refugee status after
being expelled from Syria despite having lived there for 15 years,
being married to a Syrian national, and having two children born in
that country. When the news emerged that Syrian authorities had
expelled Ahmatjan, 270 prominent figures in the world of Arabic
poetry, including the Syrian poet and Nobel Literature Prize
nominee Adunis, signed a petition and staged a protest against the
deportation order. 43 He was granted Canadian citizenship in
October 2004 and has been living in Canada since.
Uyghurs fell victim to GWOT narratives in the Gulf in 2008.
That year, Uyghur men named Abdelsalam Abdallah Salim (a
resident of al-Ain) and Akbar Omar (a resident of Dubai) were
imprisoned in the UAE in connection with an alleged plot to blow
up the dragon statue in front of Dubai’s Dragon Mart during the
Summer Olympics in Beijing. 44 After two years in solitary
confinement in al-Wathba Prison in Abu Dhabi, the men were
sentenced to a further 10 years imprisonment in June 2010,
reportedly without any judicial proceedings or legal support, a
violation of their rights under the UAE’s Code of Criminal
Procedures.45 Human rights observers speculated that they would
“Ahmatjan Osman Speaks to Haleh Salah on His Experience as a Student in Syria [ أحمد جان عثمان
]متحدثا ً ل هالة صالح عن تجربته كطالب في سوريا,” BBC Arabic, July 10, 2017, https://www.bbc.com/arabic/tvand-radio-40557722; “Syria President al-Assad visits China,” China Daily, June 22, 2004.
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be deported to China to serve their sentence there. The details of
their case provide room for doubt over the validity of the charges
against them. One report at the time indicated that the Chinese
Embassy notified local authorities about the two men, whose names
have been obscured in English-language coverage to the Sinicized
variants Mayma Ytiming Shalmo and Wimiyar Ging Kimili
respectively.46 Furthermore, the men’s initial confessions had been
coerced “through fear,” and the translators—from Uyghur to
Mandarin and then into Arabic—were provided by China, which
also sent translators and representatives to attend the hearings.

[T]he men’s initial
confessions had been
coerced “through
fear,” and the
translators—from
Uyghur to Mandarin
and then into
Arabic—were
provided by China.

Their case was referred to the UN Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) Working Group on
Arbitrary Detentions in 2011. The Working Group released its
opinion the following February as A/HRC/WGAD/2011/34. When
the Working Group contacted the Emirati government for a
response, the UAE did not deny the delayed trial, use of torture,
confessions obtained under the threat of rendition to China and the
death penalty, and the absence of legal proceedings and support.
The UN stated it “deplores that the [UAE] Government has not
provided it with the necessary elements to rebut these allegations.”
On the question of expulsion to China after their sentencing, the
official response from the UAE was that “the Government considers
that it will be undertaken pursuant to the treaty between the two
countries that includes a provision allowing them to serve their
sentence in their own country.” Based on the evidence presented,
the Working Group ruled the detention of the two men in the UAE
as arbitrary.47 We could not independently verify whether they were
rendered to China, but given the official response of the UAE
government and China’s own policies, this outcome seems likely.
There has been no information about the two men since their
sentencing in 2010.
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The recent case of Idris Hasan (also known as Aishan Yideresi),
who was detained in Morocco in July 2021, highlights China’s use
of overlapping mechanisms such as international organizations like
Interpol and bilateral extradition treaties to pursue Uyghurs. Mr.
Idris, a computer engineer, worked as a translator for a Uyghur
diaspora news outlet in Turkey documenting China’s repression in
the Uyghur Region. As he began to fear for his safety following
several detentions by Turkish authorities, he chose to flee to
Morocco, but was detained on July 19 in Casablanca Airport and
sent to a prison near Tiflet.48 Representatives of the Chinese Partystate issued an Interpol Red Notice for his capture, alleging Mr. Idris
was a “member of ETIM.”49 This accusation was found to be without
evidence and Interpol suspended the Red Notice on August 2021,
citing its bylaws forbidding persecution on political, religious, or
ethnic grounds. 50 Moroccan courts proceeded to try Mr. Idris
however, referencing its own extradition treaty with China from
2016—part of a strategic partnership between the two countries that
included economic and financial investments.51 Mr. Idris has been
unable to speak with his wife and three children since his detention.
On December 16, 2021, the Court of Cassation in Morocco ordered
his extradition.52

Institutions of Islamic Education
Islamic education has also become a mechanism for China’s
transnational repression of Uyghurs in Arab states. Following the
harsh suppression of Islam during the Cultural Revolution (1966–
1976), the PRC began to support the recovery of Islam in China in
the 1980s. The Party-state established ten Islamic education colleges
throughout China, including in Ürümchi, and provided tuition and
stipends to students to pursue formal training as imams. This
granted the authorities a high level of control over Islamic
Ehsan Azigh, “Moroccan Court Rules in China’s Favor to Extradite Uyghur Accused on
‘Terrorism,’” Radio Free Asia, December 16, 2021, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur
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instruction with the power of selection for teachers and students. As
the government walked back funding for students at domestic
Islamic colleges in the late-1980s, scholarships from other countries
compelled Uyghur and other Muslim students to pursue Islamic
studies abroad.53
Islamic education for Chinese Muslims in the PRC and abroad
was drastically affected by the Global War on Terror. Worldwide
perceptions of Islamic education changed, particularly the
perception of Islamic education in Arab states. In China, the
government viewed Islamic education, particularly in the Uyghur
Region, as a source of insecurity. Officials repackaged the rhetorical
issue of “separatism” alongside terrorism and extremism.

[T]his unusually
large number of
students “prompted
the embassy to
coordinate with
Beijing to act swiftly
and stem the number
of students […]”

Overwhelmingly, access to Islamic education in the Uyghur
Region began to taper off in the early 2000s. Youth were banned
from attending mosque prayers, as well as pursuing any kind of
religious education in underground madrasas. The cessation of
Islamic education and practice gained massive momentum after the
declaration of the “People’s War on Terror” in 2014 and the Strike
Hard Against Violent Terrorism campaign the same year. 54 This
pivot towards the repression of Islam seems counterproductive,
given the role that international Islamic exchange has and could still
play in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).55
China’s approach to overseas religious education in Arab states
has taken a dramatic turn over the past four years. In Egypt, the
trouble began in September 2016, according to the local Uyghur
community. Sheikh Mahmoud Muhammed, the trustee of the
Association of Muslim Scholars of East Turkistan, who lived in
Egypt during this period, claims that the Chinese embassy in Cairo
was alarmed when Egyptian security services approved 600 Uyghur
students to study at Al-Azhar, bringing the total number of students
Jackie Armijo, “Islamic Education in China: Rebuilding Communities and Expanding Local
and International Networks,” Harvard Asia Quarterly, 10, no. 1 (Winter 2006), 15–24, archived at:
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there to 3,000 by 2017. Muhammed says that this unusually large
number of students “prompted the embassy to coordinate with
Beijing to act swiftly and stem the number of students, fearing the
increase might constitute a threat in the future.” Per Muhammad’s
second-hand testimony, the Chinese government accused Al-Azhar
of accepting Chinese students without the government’s approval.56
We interviewed an anonymous Uyghur student who also made the
claim that there were 3,000 Uyghur students of Islamic sciences and
Arabic language at Al-Azhar University. 57 Sara Gabr, with the
Egyptian Commission for Rights and Freedoms (hereafter
“Egyptian Commission”), documented cases during the crackdown
and echoes this as a possible cause espoused by the larger Egyptian
Uyghur community.58
In May 2017, students studying abroad began receiving calls
from Chinese authorities to return to the Uyghur Region by the end
of the month lest they suffer consequences. As students began to
hear about detentions, many vowed to remain in Egypt until their
school term ended, or even attempted to flee into Turkey where they
were stopped by border guards.59 In June, Uyghurs in Egypt began
receiving calls that their family members back home would be
arrested if the students did not return, according to Gabr. 60 Bai
Kecheng, chairman of the Chinese consulate-affiliated Chinese
Students and Scholars Association in Egypt, meanwhile, denied any
knowledge of the orders for Uyghurs to return.61
Our anonymous student interviewee relayed that Uyghur
students heard that trouble was coming a month or two before July.
That April, the PRC banned beards, traditional Islamic baby names
and Hijabs in the Uyghur Region, a dark portent for what was to
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come domestically and abroad. Uyghur students in Egypt
exchanged messages over WhatsApp or in hushed conversation as
they went about their daily lives, questioning whether the rumors
that China was coming for them were true. Some chose to flee Egypt
for Turkey or other countries, but most stayed. Some had been legal
residents in Egypt for over a decade. They believed that they would
be safe and far from China’s persecution at Al-Azhar. The
interviewee was astonished when the police came for them.62 The
Uyghurs Gabr spoke with also had believed that Al-Azhar would
protect them. Furthermore, Gabr relayed that Uyghurs were
arrested as early as April. Men were arrested and disappeared while
women and children were allowed to flee to Turkey. By her
unverified tally in the summer of 2017, between 400 and 500
detentions occurred in the few months before the crackdown in
Cairo. During this time, an estimated 194 arrests occurred in
Mansoura, which hosts a satellite campus of al-Azhar. 63 We have
been unable to independently verify this number.

In this round of
arrests/detentions,
women and children
as young as fourteen
and fifteen were
arrested.

By July 2017, Egyptian security forces were arresting dozens of
Uyghurs, most of them Al-Azhar students in Cairo. Initial estimates
based on Arabic-language reporting suggested that 70 Uyghurs
were arrested that month around the Nasr City district of Cairo,
while 20 others were arrested at the Burj al-Arab Airport in
Alexandria. Additional reporting has since placed this figure at 200
arrests total.64 The Egyptian Commission on Rights and Freedoms
had the same unverified tally.65 The security crackdown truly began
on July 3, 2017, as police raided a popular Cairo Uyghur restaurant
Aslam. The detainees were initially held in the police stations of
Nasr City I and II, Elkhalifah, Elsalam II, El Nozha, and Heliopolis,
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according to reports at the time.66 In this round of arrests/detentions,
women and children as young as fourteen and fifteen were arrested.
In a June 2021 interview, Gabr told us that 70 Uyghurs had been
detained in the Nasr City police station and 80 at Elkhalifah. The
Uyghur detainees she was in contact with reported that Chinese
officers conducted group interrogations in Mandarin and struck
detainees in front of each other. Most of the people in these
interrogations were forced to sign papers confessing their
involvement with terrorist groups. In addition to police stations,
several Uyghurs were taken to the Mogamma, a catch-all
administrative building that handles paperwork for foreign
residents. Officials there deported Uyghurs who had no legal status
to China and canceled the legal status of others before sending them
to third countries. From the police stations, some Uyghurs were
singled out by Chinese officials, made to sign papers confessing
terrorist associations, handcuffed and blindfolded, and sent to the
Chinese embassy, where they were interrogated and then
disappeared. The Egyptian Commission on Rights believes at least
three were deported to China and then executed, although they
have been unable to verify these details.67 We have been unable to
independently verify the claim thus far.
Our anonymous interviewee stated the largest wave of
detentions occurred around 9:00 p.m. on July 4. Police came for
Uyghur students in their houses, in restaurants, and on the streets.
They raided Masjid Musa, the main mosque for Cairo’s Uyghur
community.68 Gabr heard reports of two Uyghur men arrested at a
mosque but was unable to verify details at the time.69 Some students
were able to hide in other districts of the city, as District Seven—
Nasr City—was known as a Uyghur neighborhood. Friends and
classmates called made phone calls and exchanged messages on
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WhatsApp, desperate to find out if they were safe. 70 Gabr, whose
grandfather owned a building on a majority-Uyghur street, recalls
seeing Uyghur women and children running in the night as police
cars circled. 71
Security forces had reportedly gained information on where
Uyghurs were living from landlords and real estate brokers. After
entering their homes and arresting them, the police confiscated
students’ personal effects, including cell phones, laptops, and books,
and searched for hints of “extremist” ideology, according to Abd alAkhir, a former student who fled Egypt. Al-Akhir said in an
interview in 2020, “When the campaign was launched, I was outside
with my family and one of my friends called and warned me about
it. I spent several nights, with my wife and three children, running
away from Cairo. I ended up staying in the countryside with one of
my teachers. We knew about a certain ‘wanted’ list at the airport. I
was scared, thank God I wasn’t on that list and fled to safety.”72

Sometimes, the
police came to
Uyghur houses with
instructions such as
you have three or four
days to gather your
money and your
papers, and get out.

Gabr also believes that the authorities were targeting a specific
list of names. In her estimation, security officials would go to one
address to arrest a specific individual. If that individual was not
present, they picked up whoever was at the time. Sometimes, the
police came to Uyghur houses with instructions such as you have
three or four days to gather your money and your papers, and get out. Gabr
told us that 30 Uyghurs were arrested at Cairo International Airport;
three to five were arrested at Burj Al-Arab International Airport in
Alexandria, and three were arrested at Hurghada International
Airport near Sharm el-Sheikh as they attempted to flee the country.
Gabr theorized that the arrests outside of Cairo could be due to the
presence of Al-Azhar University satellite campuses in Alexandria
that might have hosted Uyghur students. Political refugees in Egypt
commonly use airports outside of Cairo to escape, as there may be a
smaller security presence outside of the capital. The Egyptian
Commission on Rights and Freedoms, along with other
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organizations, attempted to send lawyers to the airports to assist
fleeing Uyghurs but were turned away in most cases.
While most Uyghurs stopped at the airport were allowed to flee
to Turkey or Malaysia, three or four were sent to China by Gabr’s
count. The Egypt Commission, working with Amnesty International,
verified that twelve people were extradited back to China in the July
2017 crackdown. Gabr suspects that the actual number was much
higher.73 A later bulletin from Amnesty International put the total
number of deportations at 22.74 The Commission’s source, a Uyghur
detainee who sometimes had access to a phone while in police
custody, disappeared in October that year. We have had limited
information access since. As Uyghurs fled Egypt or went into hiding,
following up on the fates of detainees became extremely challenging.
The crackdown drastically diminished the once-vibrant Uyghur
communities in Cairo and elsewhere.75 On the basis of data in our
China’s Transnational Repression Dataset, we estimate 274 cases of
Uyghur detentions and deportations have occurred from Egypt
since 2001.
We learned in another interview that Chinese police
coordinated their crackdown in Dubai to round up Uyghur students
who attempted to enter the UAE after fleeing the crackdown in
Egypt.76 Maryam (pseudonym) had been working in the UAE since
2012. In 2017, she witnessed Chinese security services attempting to
intercept Uyghurs in Dubai who had fled the crackdown at AlAzhar. According to Maryam, Chinese officers entered a Uyghur
restaurant in Dubai where she was eating and showed patrons
photographs of Uyghur “fugitives” from Egypt in a bid to gain
information about their current whereabouts. 77 “We were all so
shocked!” she told us. Maryam’s account speaks to how China’s
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security services coordinate their activities across Arab states, as
elsewhere, to find and coerce Uyghurs living abroad. Uyghurs who
flee from one country into a second and even a third are at risk of
relentless surveillance and pursuit. As a result, Uyghurs fleeing
across sovereign boundaries, often at great risk to themselves and
their families, are unable to escape the reach of the Chinese
government.
Maryam’s encounters with the police did not stop at her
experience in the Dubai restaurant. She told us:
Chinese officers also visited the house I was living in
with other Uyghurs. They said the owner gave them an
advertisement to rent rooms and that they wished to
inspect the building. The owner is our friend, however,
and we called to ask whether she had given them
permission to enter. She said no such permission had
ever been given and instructed us to refuse them entry.

Our data records at
least 46 fully verified
cases in which
Uyghur students
were coerced to leave
or deported from
Egypt and then
arrested on arrival to
another country, with
an additional 30
students whose
details after
detention remain
unclear.

According to Maryam, other Uyghurs in her district had similar
encounters with plainclothes officers during that time.78
A security source explained the crackdown during statements
to Egypt’s al-Masry al-Youm newspaper days later on July 9, 2017,
saying,
[I]t comes within the framework of normal security
procedures carried out by security authorities in the
country to check the residences of foreigners, and that
preliminary investigations and examination of seized
papers indicated that a number of them violated
conditions of residence in the country.79
This argument does not stand up to scrutiny, however, since Egypt
authorities have never undertaken a crackdown this severe against
other groups of foreign students. The same source denied news of
the deportation of any Uyghurs to China. Our data records at least
46 fully verified cases in which Uyghur students were coerced to
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leave or deported from Egypt and then arrested on arrival to another
country, with an additional 30 students whose details after
detention remain unclear. Some of those students who “chose” to
leave, such as Sami Bari, have faced particularly harsh sentences.
Sami, a student who left Egypt after receiving a call to return home,
was later sentenced to life imprisonment.80
Initially, Al-Azhar denied news of the mass arrests. The AlAzhar Media Centre released a statement saying, “The Al-Azhar
Media Centre watched closely the news circulated on social media
websites of arrests of Turkestani students, and denied the arrest of
any students inside the Al-Azhar University campus or any of the
Al-Azhar institutes.” However, a consultant to Al-Azhar,
Mohammad Muhani, confirmed that something unusual occurred,
stating on Egyptian television that “forty-three people were arrested,
including three Al-Azhar students.” 81 Organizations like the
Egyptian Commission and members of the Uyghur community
attempted to reach out to the administration at Al-Azhar but
received no response.82
The Egyptian press offered only minimal coverage of the
crackdown. A commentary piece ran in al-Masry al-Youm claimed it
was China’s natural right to protect its own security and this was
not an Egyptian problem. It also added that Uyghur students should
have listened to their government’s orders to return home months
ago and thus avoided this treatment.83 China’s hand in the events at
Al-Azhar was further fueled by news from June of a security
agreement signed between the Egyptian Ministry of the Interior and
the PRC’s Ministry of Public Security, as well as of reports of
Chinese security personnel present during interrogations. 84 The
“Uyghur Group Defends Detainee Database After Xinjiang Officials Allege ‘Fake Archive,’”
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Egyptian Interior Minister, Magdy Abdel Ghaffar, met with China’s
Deputy Minister of Public Security, Chen Zhimin, during his visit to
Cairo in June 2017. According to a statement from the Egyptian
government, they discussed a number of specialized security fields,
including the spread of terrorism and extremist ideologies during
their visit.85 Gabr also tied arrests to this visit in her assessment of
the timeline of events.86 Given Beijing’s longstanding attitude that
Uyghurs are a “terrorist threat” and the fact that the crackdown
occurred just one month after this visit, we find it likely that officials
discussed the status of Uyghur students at Al-Azhar University
during Chen’s visit to Cairo.

Pilgrimage as a Tool of Control
China seeks to control the Hajj to insulate its Muslim population
from the wider Islamic community. The Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca
and Medina, the holy cities of Islam, is one of the five sacred pillars
of the Muslim faith. Muslims are expected to take part at least once
in their lifetimes if they are able. Muslims from China have made
the trek to the Arabian Peninsula for centuries. Among the most
famous are the accounts of Zheng He, a Chinese Muslim sailor who
made four voyages to the Arabian Peninsula in the fifteenth
century.87
China’s Party-state tightly controls the number of its Muslim
citizens permitted to undertake religious pilgrimage. According to
Uyghur activists, the majority of permits to Mecca, part of a quota
system set by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, go to government
officials and security guards accompanying the Hajj delegation from
China. Although several international human rights declarations
and covenants call on signatories and parties to allow citizens
freedom of movement (see, e.g., Article 12 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and Article 13 of the International
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Information Service, June 20, 2017, https://www.sis.gov.eg/Story/114496.
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Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 88 ), Chinese law limits its
Muslims citizens’ participation in the Hajj to state-sponsored
pilgrimages to Mecca. The 2001 XUAR Regulations on the
Management of Religious Affairs restrict the movement of Muslims
more explicitly by specifying that “pilgrimage activities are to be
organized by the religious affairs departments of the people’s
governments and religious organizations. No other organization or
individual may organize such activities.”89
The Religious Affairs Bureau is charged by the State Council
with overseeing China’s participation in the Hajj. All seven agencies
of the Religious Affairs Bureau are responsible for coordinating the
process with the Saudi government, and the Chinese Islamic
Association is tasked with organizing and implementing it. All other
agencies are forbidden from organizing Hajj, Umrah, or disguised
Hajj activities under any name or form. 90 These restrictions are
stipulated in the Regulations on Religious Affairs, a document
released by the State Council in 2004. 91 The document includes
provisions stating that agencies of the Religious Affairs Bureau are
responsible for halting unauthorized Hajj-organization for pilgrims.
The “Provision on Forbidding Travel Agencies to Organize GoAbroad Individual Hajj” (2005) identified the Hajj as “a political and
policy-oriented religious activity associated with national unity,
social stability, national security, and our country’s international
image.”92
Beijing took Hajj restrictions a step further by building on its ties
with Saudi Arabia to regulate the activities of third-party countries
issuing travel documents. In 2006, Uyghur Muslims who had
traveled to Pakistan seeking to undertake the Hajj pilgrimage—
according to one estimate, as many as 6,000 in Rawalpindi—were
The PRC has ratified the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It is a signatory of
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights but has not ratified it. As a signatory, China
has the obligation to act in good faith and not defeat the purpose of the ICCPR.
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refused visas by the Chinese Embassy in Islamabad, who was
allegedly coordinating with its Saudi counterpart. 93 Uyghurs were
told to return to China or face consequences including loss of
government posts, loss of pensions for retirees, and punishment of
family members. A senior Saudi official allegedly emerged from the
Saudi Embassy and told protesters outside that it was not Saudi
policy to deny visas to Muslims, but that the Saudi government was
abiding with a Chinese request to not issue visas to Uyghurs. This
policy change disrupted the usual overland route Uyghur Muslims
took to Mecca and Medina. Now that Uyghurs could only apply
from within the PRC, China could better control who could
undertake Hajj and monitor them as they did so.
China’s sharp securitization of policy with the 2014 “People’s
War on Terror” unleashed a raft of surveillance methods, putting
serious pressure on the Hajj. XUAR police used the religious
pilgrimage as an excuse to monitor and surveil participating
Uyghurs. In August 2018, exactly 11,500 Chinese Muslims were
expected to perform the Hajj. Before leaving the country, some of
the pilgrims were given state-issued tracking devices in the form of
“smart cards” attached to lanyards around their necks.94 The devices
bore GPS trackers and customized personal data. The state-run
China Islamic Association defended the trackers, stating that they
were intended to ensure the pilgrims’ safety; stampedes at the Hajj
have sometimes turned deadly and caused international incidents. 95
However, Human Rights Watch noted that China monitors Uyghur
pilgrims not out of fear for individuals’ safety because officials fear
that religious pilgrimages could act as a “potential cover for
subversive political activity.” 96 In the context of China’s systematic
campaign to eradicate expressions of Uyghur identity, restrictions
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on the Hajj cannot be isolated from the ongoing genocide in the
Uyghur Region.97
The use of Chinese surveillance technology is a unique feature
in the period of transnational repression from 2014 to the present.
With companies like Huawei expanding their footprints in Mecca
and Medina, China has the opportunity to mine data of Muslim
pilgrims and their contacts in the PRC. In 2016, the Saudi Ministry
of Interior and Huawei collaborated to build a Unified Security
Operations Center (911) to handle emergency calls during the Hajj
season, the volume of which is a perennial problem for Saudi
telecommunications infrastructure. 98 While Huawei claims it does
not produce surveillance technology, the company’s collaboration
with Saudi authorities is important to monitor given the ability of
the Party-state to utilize data connections to Saudi Arabia in order
to repress Uyghurs and other Muslims in China. In 2019, a Muslim
Uyghur was stopped at mainland China’s border with Hong Kong
and interrogated for three days because someone on his WeChat
contact list had “checked in” at Mecca. The authorities expressed
concern that the person had traveled on an unofficial pilgrimage to
Mecca, a crime under Chinese law. 99 Should a pilgrim call 911
during Hajj or download an app during their visit, there could be
consequences for them or their relatives in the XUAR.
The PRC is gathering biodata from Uyghurs in Arab states as a
part of the Chinese securitization of Hajj. Ahmad Talip (AKA
Ahmetjan Abdulla), who was arrested in 2018 in Dubai after going
to a local police station to collect documents for his brother, told his
wife that the Dubai police had taken a blood sample from him at the
request of the Chinese government. A Dubai court judged that he
should be freed, but when his wife Amanissa Talip went to pick him
up, she learned he had been moved to a different prison and was in
Interpol custody. She unsuccessfully appealed to Interpol and the
Human Rights Watch, “‘Break Their Lineage, Break Their Roots’: China’s Crimes Against
Humanity Targeting Uyghurs and Other Turkic Minorities,” April 19, 2021,
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UN to have him released, and officials in Dubai threatened to detain
her and their entire family and deport them to China if she
continued to press the case. Mr. Ahmad was transferred again; his
wife has not heard from him since. She was told that he was
deported to China and imprisoned two days after his last transfer.100
The Party-state has also used the Hajj as a mechanism to coerce
Uyghurs residing in safer European jurisdictions to fly to Saudi
Arabia where they are at risk. Norway-based Uyghur Omer Rozi
said his mother was forcibly taken on Hajj by Chinese security
services.101 Once in Saudi Arabia, she called her son three times per
day, urging him to join her. He refused. During their final phone call,
he heard someone in the background yelling at her, confirming his
suspicions that the entire operation was forced. He reportedly
arranged for a friend of his from Norway to visit his mother, where
he was surveilled by the intelligence agents who had accompanied
her. Police later called him and issued four conditions for the release
of his mother and two siblings who had also been detained: 1) do
not buy a mosque in Norway; 2) avoid the Norwegian Uyghur
diaspora; 3) do not send monetary aid to organizations in Turkey;
and 4) take photos and collect intelligence for the police. 102
In October 2020, the State Administration of Religious Affairs,
subordinate to the United Front Work Department), published the
document “Measures for the Administration of Islamic Hajj Affairs.”
The measures detail regulations in 42 articles, which came into force
on December 1, 2020. The measures are restrictive, limiting Hajj to
pilgrims over the age of 60; they also stipulate that Hajj applicants
are subject to security checks by Chinese authorities before being
granted permission to travel to Mecca. Uyghurs who are accepted
are expected to undergo courses in reeducation centers, deterring
many from applying. Regional and local quotas were established for
Chinese pilgrims allowed to go to Mecca in these measures. All
pilgrimages were to be organized and managed by the Chinese
“Uyghur Speaks Out About Husband's ‘Deportation’ From UAE,” Middle East Eye, February
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100
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Islamic Association with criminal charges applied to those who did
not.103 Article 12.1 provides that the religious and social life of the
candidate to Hajj will be examined, and only those found to be
“patriotic and of good conduct” will be eligible.
These regulations, combined with the ability of authorities in
the PRC to track and surveil pilgrims to Mecca, have turned the Hajj
into yet another tool of control and surveillance. Because a limited
number of Chinese Muslims can still make the trek to Mecca, the
Party-state is able to claim that they have guaranteed religious
liberty to Muslim citizens of the PRC. Most Chinese Muslims would
prefer not to submit the application and have their “patriotic”
attitudes and loyalty to the Party scrutinized. Anyone considering
“unofficial” pilgrimages faces criminal penalties.

Passport Weaponization
Passports are notoriously difficult for Uyghurs to obtain, and recent
refugee crises have caused recalibration of the state’s approach to
passport policies. As many as 30,000 Uyghur refugees arrived in
Turkey between 2010 to 2016, both from human trafficking
networks across Southeast Asia and a short-lived period in 2015–16
in which XUAR authorities relaxed passport application
requirements for Uyghurs across the region. As Sean Roberts notes,
this period of relative relaxation allowed Uyghurs to flee to
Turkey. 104 Although the reasons for this seemingly
accommodationist and short-lived Chinese policy remain unknown,
Roberts suggests it may have been an early effort to assist regional
surveillance, as passport applications in the Uyghur Region
required biometric data, voice samples, and 3D images. 105 By late
October 2016, the policy was reversed and it again became
extremely difficult for Uyghurs to receive passports; many had their
passports taken by the Xinjiang PSB for “safekeeping” beginning
that Fall. Efforts to control Uyghur mobility have also grown more
“Pilgrimage to Mecca Only Allowed for ‘Patriotic’ Chinese Muslims,” World Uyghur
Congress, October 13, 2020, https://www.uyghurcongress.org/en/pilgrimage-to-mecca-allowedonly-for-patriotic-chinese-muslims/.
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draconian. Police documents leaked from the XUAR detention
facilities in Qaraqash County suggest that between 2017 and 2019,
some Uyghurs were sent to re-education centers merely for
applying for passports.106 Around the world, meanwhile, embassy
officials routinely inform overseas Uyghurs the only way to renew
their passports is to return to China using government-issued oneway travel documents back to the Uyghur Region, where they face
arbitrary arrest or detention. 107 Passport processes and policies in
China facilitate its system of mass surveillance in defiance of
international law. 108
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These practices have also impacted the Uyghur community in
Arab states. According to an anonymous informant, Uyghurs
residing in Saudi Arabia claimed that in January 2020, the Chinese
Embassy in Riyadh had refused to issue any passports to their
community since 2018, supplying only one-way travel documents
back to China.109 According to the same informant, Uyghur students
in Saudi Arabia sent a letter to the Chinese consulate in Jeddah
asking why passports had been issued but received no response.
According to an anonymous informant, many Uyghur residents
fled the Kingdom for Turkey before their passports expired. 110
According to the same interviewee, the Chinese diplomatic
establishment briefly intensified its communications with the
Uyghur community in Saudi Arabia in late 2016. Chinese diplomats
asked Uyghur residents what the “dominant ideological trends”
among overseas students were, how they were impacted by
Wahhabism, 111 and their thoughts on the Kingdom’s internal
politics, according to our source.
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According to the same source, members of the Saudi Uyghur
community reported losing contact with their relatives in the
Uyghur Region starting in early 2017.112 Their relatives back home
have asked that they stop calling and not respond to telephone calls
or WeChat messages. Some Saudi Uyghurs have made inquiries
with the Chinese consulate, only to be ignored or informed that “the
situation was too sensitive” for further inquiries to be made.113 The
Chinese consulate in Saudi Arabia also ceased to renew passports
for Uyghurs living in the Kingdom in 2017, only providing them
with a one-way ticket back to the PRC and almost certain detention.
The Chinese embassy and consulate have disputed the charge that
they have suspended consular services for their Uyghur “brothers
and sisters.”114
According to the same KII, ten Uyghur graduates from the
Islamic University of Madinah were found to have been detained in
Chinese camps on account of their studies in Saudi Arabia after they
voluntarily returned to China. We could only independently
identify Jarallah Rahmatullah at the time of publishing this report.115
All graduated from the College of Sharia, the College of the Holy
Qur’an, or the College of Dawa.
These stories are part of a trend of closer cooperation between
Riyadh and Beijing. Since 2017, Saudi authorities have deported to
China at least eight Uyghurs who were either visiting the country
on Hajj or living in the country legally. Saudi officials have also
expressed public support for Party-state policies regarding Uyghurs.
On a state visit to Beijing in February 2019, Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammad bin Salman made a public statement in support of
China’s treatment of the Uyghurs.116 In 2020, the country joined 45
others in signing a letter of support for China’s campaign of mass
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detention in the XUAR.117 Growing Chinese collaboration with the
Kingdom is an about-face for Saudi policy, which previously
protected Uyghurs as permanent residents due to their status as
oppressed Muslims.118
Data we collected also suggests growing monitoring and
attempts to restrict movements of the Uyghur population in the
UAE. We conducted two interviews with Uyghurs who fled the
UAE, both of whom requested anonymity for fear of danger. One
interviewee recounted that she had lived comfortably in Dubai from
the time she moved there in 2012 until 2017 when police in her
hometown in the Uyghur Region began questioning her family.
“They would call my brother and ask questions about me. They also
asked him to send them photographs of me,” she said. After three
years of phone calls and messages from Xinjiang Public Security
Bureau officers, she decided to move to Canada, where she has been
ever since.119

“[Police officers in
the Uyghur Region]
told me they visited
my family and
wanted to know
when I would be
coming back to visit
them.”

Similarly, another anonymous interviewee who lived in the
UAE from 2008 to July 2019 informed us he had also received calls
from police in the Uyghur Region after 2017. “[Police officers in the
Uyghur Region] told me they visited my family and wanted to know
when I would be coming back to visit them,” he said. He lost all
contact with his family when he fled to the United States in 2019.120
That same year, a Uyghur man named Ablikim Yusuf was held
in Doha’s Hamad International Airport in Qatar under threat of
forcible deportation to China when his video testifying to his
situation went viral. He had been traveling not with a passport but
with a travel document that would have only allowed him to return
to China. His testimony galvanized Uyghur activists, who called on
members of the international community to prevent his rendition to
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the PRC.121 Mr. Ablikim was eventually transferred to the United
States.

V. China’s Engagement with

Arab States over Time

C

ollaboration between China and Arab states is not entirely
new. Through interactions on the Silk Road, the countries
have a shared history spanning the rise and fall of dynasties and
caliphates over many centuries. While historical, religious, and
cultural links provide positive talking points for Chinese and Arab
officials, they do very little to technically inform Chinese-Arab
relations today, 122 the nature of which is fundamentally different
from the Silk Road rhetoric deployed by all sides.123 In the twentieth
century, the PRC was at first hindered in making connections with
Arab states that still recognized the Republic of China (Taiwan). The
PRC also backed revolutionary movements in the Arabian
Peninsula, which was a source of tension for Gulf countries. 124
Relations slowly smoothed with China’s outreach to Egypt in the
1950s. Egypt was the first Arab and African country to recognize the
PRC, adopt the “One China” policy, and support the PRC’s
campaign to be the Chinese representative in the United Nations
(over the Republic of China). 125 Real momentum for regional ties
came in the 1980s and 1990s, the period that saw China’s return to
the international arena under Deng Xiaoping as well as a rising need
for oil imports in the PRC.
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China has Comprehensive Strategic Partnership agreements
with three of the Arab states included in this survey—Egypt (2014),
Saudi Arabia (2016), and the UAE (2018)—and Strategic Partnership
Agreements with two—Qatar (2014) and Morocco (2016).126 These
agreements are not alliances, since the PRC has had a firm nonalliance policy since 1982,127 but instead frameworks that China uses
in its foreign policy to structure bilateral relations with provisions
for cooperation across a spectrum of policy areas from trade and
investment to telecommunications and security.
Establishment of Diplomatic Relations between the PRC and
Arab Partner Countries in Transnational Repression
Egypt
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Syria
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Morocco
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Qatar
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Saudi Arabia

1990

Table 2. Establishment of diplomatic relations between the PRC and Arab partner
countries. Source: state and international media.128
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Image 1. Chinese bilateral trade volume with Arab states in USD, 2000–2019. Source: UN Comtrade Database.129

China’s trade and investment in Arab states have grown steadily
since the 1990s. However, greater momentum was granted to
China’s ties with Arab states with the 2013 launch of the Belt and
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constitution along with other tenets of “Xi Jinping Thought” in
2017.132 As a geostrategic hub in the global BRI chain, the Uyghur
Region has garnered significant infrastructure investment from
Beijing, which seeks to utilize the region’s Islamic culture and
geographical connections to project its influence and move goods
into Eurasia and the Middle East. 133 All 22 countries in the Arab
world have some form of BRI agreement with China. They are also
participants in the BRI through the Arab League.134
Belt and Road Initiative Partner Countries Engaged in Transnational Repression of Uyghurs
Country
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Table 3. Belt and Road Initiative Partner Countries in the Arab world. Source: State and International Media.135
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Uyghurs in the Arab States
As China’s economic engagement in Arab states has increased, so
has its interest in the region’s Uyghur population. The Uyghur
population (often known in Arab states as “Turkistani”) outflow
from the Uyghur Region to Saudi Arabia and Egypt began in the
19th and 20th centuries following a succession of short-lived East
Turkistan emirates and republics. Migrants from Central Asia
(mainly Uzbek) and the Uyghur Region adopted the label
“Turkestani,” referring to the indigenous name for the region
(“Turkistan”). There is no consensus on how many Uyghurs live in
Arab states, and sources vary widely on the matter.
The Uyghur diaspora reconnected with their historic homeland
in the Uyghur Region in the 1980s. With the end of the Cultural
Revolution (1966–1976), the Party-state under Deng Xiaoping
ushered in an era of reform, with religious ceremonies and practices
becoming more visible in Uyghur cultural life. Uyghur youth could
study in Arab states and elsewhere with greater ease due to relaxed
travel restrictions. Many Uyghurs took advantage of the policy shift
to go on Hajj, which was allowed to resume in 1979. 136 Wealthy
Uyghurs from Saudi Arabia helped facilitate these travels.137
By 1988, the CCP grew increasingly suspicious of ties between
the Uyghur Region and Arab states, with concern that conservative
Islamic doctrines, such as Saudi Wahhabism, were taking root
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among the Uyghurs.138 Concerned that growing ethnic nationalism
and Islamic revivalism abroad might catch on in the Uyghur Region,
China entered a new era of repression in which any expression of
Uyghur discontent would be met with zero tolerance, in effect,
eliminating what little space had remained for civil society to
criticize state policy. On April 5, 1990, demonstrations allegedly led
by an “Islamic nationalist group” resulted in violence in the town of
Baren, near Kashgar.139 The protests likely emerged organically in
response to local authorities enforcing the one-child policy,
according to a local account at the time. When security forces tried
to forcibly disperse Uyghur protestors, violence broke out. Official
sources named the events a “counter-revolutionary rebellion” and
claimed 22 died from the violence, including seven security force
members. Unofficial sources estimated up to 50 protestors died.140

The PRC’s current
policy calculus
requires the Uyghur
Region to be
thoroughly Sinicized
and insulated from
compatriots in Arab
states. These states
have tremendous
sway in the Muslim
world and have
played an important
role in the Uyghur
Region’s political
development.

The combined events of the Baren revolt and the collapse of the
Soviet Union fundamentally altered China’s security calculations on
its western frontier. Fearing growing religiosity from Pakistan, and
the potential rise of nationalist sentiments with the emergence of
post-Soviet ethnic kin states across the border, China’s authorities
embarked on a dramatic reversal of the relaxed political atmosphere
of the Uyghur Region in the Deng Xiaoping era. These restrictions
on Islam and the manipulation of the Global War on Terror
culminated in part in China’s pursuit of Uyghurs in the Arab world,
where they have been viewed as suspicious and forced to return to
the Uyghur Region, where they face almost certain detention and
repression.

VI. Conclusion

T

he PRC’s current policy calculus requires the Uyghur Region
to be thoroughly Sinicized and insulated from compatriots in
Arab states. These states have tremendous sway in the Muslim
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world and have played an important role in the Uyghur Region’s
political development. The two holiest cities of Islam and the sites
of Hajj and Umrah pilgrimages connect Saudi Arabia with every
corner of the Islamic world. Likewise, Egypt is a vibrant place in
international Islam with its history of Islamic civilization and, more
crucially, its religious institutions like Al-Azhar Mosque and
University. The transnational linkages between the Arab States and
the Uyghur Region have now been weaponized in the Party-state’s
campaign of transnational repression of Uyghurs.
According to our analysis, transnational repression of Uyghurs
in Arab states has consistently been on the rise since 2001 and the
advent of the Global War on Terror. The PRC’s increasing economic
and political interests paved the way for the inclusion of Arab states
in China’s campaign of transnational repression against Uyghurs
and other Turkic peoples. The religious and cultural draw to the
countries of the Arab world for Uyghurs have inadvertently made
the Party-state’s campaign all the more effective. Arab states, who
have their own troubled record on human rights and are eager to
foster a profitable relationship with the Party-state are natural
partners for Beijing in its transnational repression efforts.
China utilizes multiple methods of transnational repression
against Uyghurs across Arab states. These methods began with
simply labeling Uyghurs as “terrorists” in the aftermath of the
Global War on Terror and the U.S. government's designation of the
ETIM as a “terrorist” group but have since grown more complex and
varied. Today, the Party-state uses the IJOP to identify overseas
Uyghurs and there families who remain at home, coercion-by-proxy
by putting pressure on their families, public smear campaigns to
undermine the credibility of whistleblowers, and growing use of
United Front work to monitor Uyghurs living in Arab states, restrict
the Hajj pilgrimage, and intimidate students studying at Islamic
institutions. Growing cooperation between China and Arab
governments on issues relating to the region’s Uyghur community
appears to be on the rise. The human rights implications will be
immense if the international community fails to call regional
governments to account.
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VII. Recommendations
Based on the findings of this report, we recommend that
governments around the world and institutions of Islamic education
in Arab states take the following steps to counter China’s use of
transnational repression in this region:

Recommendations for Governments
● Pass measures to protect Uyghur refugees. Governments
should establish safe pathways for Uyghurs outside China to
apply for resettlement without the need for UNHCR
processing. For example, the U.S. Department of State should
consider setting ambitious quotas for Uyghurs. Likewise, the
U.S. House of Representatives and Senate should pass the
complementary Uyghur Human Rights Protection Acts,
which grant Priority 2 status for Uyghur and Turkic refugees.
● Strengthen refugee resettlement programs by increasing
quotas and streamlining procedures. Governments should
increase their quota of refugees from China and from third
countries that are likely to extradite citizens to China. A large
number of Uyghurs around the world fear applying for
asylum in case governments or other bodies alert Chinese
officials.
● Concerned governments should prioritize policies and
diplomatic efforts to counter third-country governments’
complicity in China's transitional repression. Clandestine
cooperation between Chinese and Arab-state security
services in human rights violations undermines the rule of
law and democratic norms and is contrary to many countries'
interests in the region.
● Uphold the non-refoulement principle. Under international
law, governments are prohibited from sending individuals
back to countries where they would be at risk of persecution,
torture, ill-treatment, or other serious human rights
violations.
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● Impose targeted sanctions on officials from China and
Arab states responsible for acts of transnational repression.
International sanction mechanisms like the Global
Magnitsky Act should be triggered in response to the grave
human rights violations carried out by China and Arab states
against the Uyghur diaspora. By triggering these provisions,
key groups and security personnel perpetrating these crimes
can have their assets frozen and travel restricted.
● Appoint a UN Special Rapporteur on Transnational
Repression. The UN Human Rights Council should appoint
an individual to “examine, monitor, advise, and publicly
report” on issues of transnational repression globally. A UNsanctioned report on these topics will raise public awareness
and help concerned states to cooperate on countering these
practices.
● Improve digital security among UNHCR and other INGOs
that work with refugees. INGOs are entrusted with refugees’
personal information. This information must be protected
and remain confidential. Current procedures and policies do
not necessarily guarantee those protections.
● Approach the issue through international Islamic
organizations. Arab countries are leaders in organizations
like the Organisation for Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and
Muslim World League. Arab state representatives can retable issues surrounding Chinese policy in the XUAR and
craft a critical response, which could effect meaningful
change as the collective voice of the Muslim world. This
multilateral route has the added benefit of shielding each
state’s individual bilateral relationship with China.
● Utilize support from the international community on
China’s Uyghur policies. Arab countries are firm partners
with western countries like the United States who are vocal
critics of China’s genocidal policies in the Uyghur Region.
Arab countries should align with these natural partners and
harness this international support for policy shifts that
acknowledge the reality of CCP policy in the XUAR and halt
Chinese transnational repression in the region.
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Recommendations for Institutions of Islamic Education
in Arab States
● University officials must intervene with their governments
to urge the immediate release of Uyghur students. Officials
at Islamic universities have influence with their home
governments. These connections should be harnessed to find
missing students and graduates who have disappeared into
the network of Chinese camps and secure their release.
● Facilitate registration procedures for Uyghur students. The
Chinese embassy in Cairo obstructs access to official
documents needed for registering at Al-Azhar University.
Islamic universities should circumnavigate Chinese officials
during the registration process where possible, as requesting
documents can mark a student for surveillance, detention,
and possible rendition.
● Ensure that no foreign students of other nationalities are
subjected to security harassment that hinders their studies.
Students must be allowed to continue their studies
peacefully without interference from state security services
or law enforcement agencies without reason.
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